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New Leaders Chosen Last Tuesday
New Campus Leaders I Mr. Logan Gives Talk
Qiosen February 5th On "The Aspect of
The Drama"
OFFICERS OF THREE MAJOR
ORGANIZATIONS GO IN
NEXT QUARTER
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The season's schedule is as
follows:
•• '•'
' " : I
:
Farmville ' State ' Teachers'
College^-Thete—F*b. 4. ' ■■■-■- \
Lynchburg College—There-^ ' =
Feb. 2.
Fredericksburg S. T. C.— j
There—Feb. 8,
Radford S. T. C—Here— \
Feb. 15.
Savage School of Physical [
Education, New York—Here— I
Feb. 22.
Radford SJ T. C—There— I
Marph!2.
j
Lynchburg College—Here— i
March 7.
Farmville S. T. C—Here— j
March 8.
Fredericksburg S. T. C—- =
Here—March 9.

STRATFORD DRAMATIC CLUB
OBSERVES DRAMA WEEK
IN CHAPEL PROGRAM ]
Election day at. H. T. C. was held on
i
Tuesday, Fedruary 5th. -The polls
f.
were open from eight o'clock ufttll sun
On Monday, February 4, the Strat- i
down, and the entire studerit'bodyrford Dramatic Club was in charge of
turned out to scratch; the '.fe»Un4£: ;*^-?Jjo»0t n>yw»*«
■*£L-r.'-*»
\
>*+
hrad j
This, system^ election oji tue*-.^*rt*-is,*-*«w«-»spe*€r-:.wtfs"^
Ijus'is patterhedtafter the National Logan, head of the college English i
system. Nominating c6nventiohs*cnn- Department. He is also an honorary \
sistingof representatives, e^cted from member of* the Stratford Dramatic
\
the classeh'were held. The convention iClub.
drafted..a..ballot which was passed on if Mr. Logan's topic was "The Aspect j
by the electoral board and then given jof Drama." Drama was chosen as a i
to the student body.'
. jjsubject mainly because Monday, Feb- j
" This election, at, which time the Tuary 4, marked the beginning of j
leaders of. the major' organizations Drama Week, Some localities observ- j
i
were chosen, is the first of two. The ed Sunday as the first day.
second is to be hell February 19th. ' The talk was a quick review of the MHIIIlllllllttlllllMIIH IIIIIMIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIII
There were polls in the basement of general movement of stage developHarison Hall at which student* from ment. Drama had its origin in the
/ Shenandoah, Wellington,. Ashby and church of the Middle Ages. First the
Jackson dormitories and day students Easter story was given, followed a
cast their vote. On the second floor little later by, the Christmas story
in Reed Hall there was a similar vot- wh'<* w«^ carrier out in the same
ing place for those girls from Carter P'an. These two services, were offerHouse, Spotswood, Johnston, Sheldon ed annually, with more and more at- DEBATING CLUB ENTERSR CANand Alumnae Halls,
I tempts at pageantry, * and drama.
DIDATES FOR TWO INTERThe ballots were printed cm white 'These P1^8 became so interesting to
. COLLEGIATE CONTESTS
paper and had a list of the nominees ;the ^°^e that they were contmued
for each office and the title of thislin front of the houses of worShipThe Debating Club in two eliminaoffice. Directions for voting werelSotfn they <""»>raced all subjects in
I the Bible and were called Miracle tion contests has selected its represenclearly stated. Ballots had been posted; piays Fina„Vi this type grew jnto tatives both in oratory and debating.
on the student bulletin ooard for sev-1 the Morality Plays, which used gen- The first contest—for the purpose of
eral weeks and much discussion of the eralized characters such as Truth, choosing the orators was held January
merits of candidates'had been going! Beautv> and ^^ The result^ these 17. The judges, Miss Hudson, Dr.
I steps was that drama began to devel- Wayland, Mr, Dingledine, Dr. Huff'op into more humanized lines. Guilds man and Mr. Mcllwraith, selected
At rundown, the polls closed and the . ^^ to pt0S?eTt and then the plays Mina Thomas and Elizabeth Kaminvotes were counted by the retiring off- began to take on a secular air.
sky at that time.
icers and the members of the student' The Elizabethan Age was the next
A week later, the other members of
council. " ,
j step in the life of drama. Shake- the society debated the question,
ffhe retiring officers and their 8uec-'sPeare was the outstanding figure. Resolved: That a substitute should be
: His plays, however, are rather diffi- found for the present system of trial
essors are: Florence Reese, president
cult to present to-day because he by jury. .
of the Student body, succeded by wrote for the Elizabethan stage and
The judges, Mr. Mcllwraith, Dr.
Mina Thomas, Mary Boone Murphy, not the modern one.
Pickett and Dr. Huffman picked two
president of the Y. W. C. A. succeeded
The Elizabethian stage had little teams a!nd two alternates. These girls
by Elizabeth Dixon, Helen Lineweaver decorations with hardly any attmept are: Gertrude Drinker, Anna Keyser,
president of the Athletic Association toward colonization or lighting effects. Virginia Thomas and Frances SnyTo-day the stage carries" out beautiful der. The alternates are Delphine
succeded by Evelyn Bowers, Lucy framed picture effects. Producers Hurst and Jane Campbell.
Gilliam, Editor-in-chief of the School are now modernizing Shakespeare's
A debate with Bridgewater College
Ma'am succeded by Anne Trott and plays with the idea of having stage at which time, there will also be a
Kathryh Pace, Editor-in-chief of the and play harmonize.
(Continued to Page S, Column 4.)
During the past twenty-five years
Breeze succeded by Phyllis Palmer.
These newly elected officers of the there has been a pronounced increase ART CLUB ELECTS ANin interest shown in the theatres.
Student Body, Y. W. C. A. and Breeze The theatre has as worthy aims and
NUAL STAFF MEMBERS
will take office at the beginning of the ideals, and can serve humanity as
spring quarter in March. The off- well as any other form in which lit- Submit Designs For School Dance
icers of the Schoolma'am and the Ath- erature may be put. Mr„ Logan stated
Cards To Cotillion
letic Association will take offices in that to him it was the ideal form.
There are not many little theatres
September
in Virginia. Movements in LynchThe Art Club held its regular meetburg and Richmond^ for the little ing Friday night. An election was
Theatres'have proved profitable. Also made to the Annual staff and the deLEES ARE STUDYING
there are only a small number of col- signs of the programs for the dance
HISTOR YOF VIRINIA leges which have taken active part in were received. Plans for a change
the movement. > Hollins College, how- in the constitution were discussed and
The Lee Literary Society had a most ever, with the assistance of the stu- a resolution passed in regard to inenjoyable meeting in the Y. W. C. A. dent body and alumnae, has built a active members.
Two members of the Art Club have
social room on Friday night.
The Little Theatre on its campus that is
worth $60,000. It has a complete recently been honored.
Virginia women of the Jamestown
equipment b> every way, and would
Betty Barnhart was elected to the
settlement days were brought vividly be a credit to any great institution. annual staff as assistant art editor.
to memory through papers on Pocah- It it truly a first-clas theatre.
She is to help Frances Hughes, art
ontas and the tobacco-brides of 1619
Mr. Logan, m conclusion, remarked editor of this year's Annual. The office
presented by Lucy Malone and Ruth that such a stage was artistic as well carries three points.,
The members handed in designs to
aa educational, and that he thought a
the
Cotillion Club for the dance progood, objective for this schoo's develOther member* added to the pleasure
grama
Betty FJfllngers's design was
opment would be a little theatre on
of rebuilding these gone-by-days out the campus. Such an asset would, chosen by the members of the Cotilof their PMMOMI contracts with the prove beneficial te the student body Hon Club as being the moat typical
of what' they desired.
seeae* of these early Virginia Labors. as a whole.

Judges Choose De- *
foators and Orators
For Contest

Athletic Association H. T. C. Varsity Team
Awards Letters To Adds Further Honor
Hockey Team
To Its Laurels
CHAPEL PROGRAM EXPLAINS VICTORIES OVER FARMVILLE
OUTLINE 0? WORK DONE
AND LYNCHBURG PROVE
FALL QUARTER
MOST EXCITING
The Athletic Association gave a
H. T, C. Varsity added two more
very impressive program during the
victories
to its already undefeated
chapel hours on Wednesday, January
record
for
1929 when they played
30.
Lynchburg
College
there Saturday,
Helen Lineweaver, president
February
2.
The
score beJng H.
of the organization, stated that the
T.
C.
51
and
Lynchburg
17. The secpurpose of the program was to outond
game
was
played
at
Farmville,
line the work completed by the AssoMonday,
February
4,
the
local
team
ciation during the fall quarter.
beating
Farmville
Teachers'
College
Awards also were given to a number
30-9.
of girls.
In previous games with Farmville
Besides hockey, the main sport of
H.
T. C. has always won by a rather
the seassn, another activity deserved
large
score, and this game only carmention. This was woodcraft. Mary
Watt, leader, then gave interesting ried the reputation of the splendidly
playing basketball girls further.
data concerning this new sport.
Mrs. Althea Johnston, head of the The second Farmville game to be
physical educational department, told played here is awaited by everyone
about awards to be given this year, j with much enthusiasm.
In the Lynchburg game Harrisonand what each stood for. Instead of
awarding jerseys this year, a new ! burg's big advantage was "Quizzy."
idea was carried out. For those re- jThe Lynchburg jump-center was
ceiving an award for the first time, 'small in comparison with "Quizzy"
a monogram H with a certificate land could never get the tip off. They
wolud be given. For those"receiving had a fast team, though that showed
a second award, a star and certificate some splendid passwork. Their forwould be given, and those who were wards were fast and decidedly the
seniors and had played- on the team befct players of the team but H. T. C.
for two years wolud receive a hockey guards, Libber and Heizer, held them
stick. Helen Lineweaver also spoke down well. It is interesting to note
also that the Lynchburg coach is
about the awards later.
Elizabeth Coons gave an account "Jack" Weems, the sister of our own
of how the Varsity ticket sale was Dr. Weems, and who is also a gradcoming. Already 440 tickets had uate of H. T. C. Dr. Weems says it
been sold, but she stated that she was hard to decide which team to be
(hoped it wolud not be lond before a loyal to. "Jack" Weems told Mrs.
100'/ mark would be reached by the Johnston that she would play the retorn game here on one conditionstudents. .
Irene Garrison, sport leader for that Quizzy shoudl not play.
class hockey, gave a synopsis of the The Harisonburg Team returned
;class games during the past quarter. on Tuesday about two o'clock happy
;The championship was bestowed upon and bright as usual. They received
the Seniors as that clas did not lose their usual joyful welcome from fela single game, and also had acquired low-students. Mrs. Johnjston was smila larger number of points, than any ing, as usual also. The team left yesother class. Juniors ranked second, terday, Friday, for Fredericksburg
Sbphomores, came third, and Fresh- where it is truly hoped and known
men came in fourth.
they will meet with the same success
Elizabeth Miller, captain of Varsity as last week and will just keep rollHockey, told about the hockey in re- ing the score up higher.
lation to other colleges. The teams
played against were those from Westhampton, Fredericksburg, George
Washington and H-T.C. Alumnae Evelyn Bowers was then announced as
the captain of next year's hockey
The Glee Olub presented an
team, and the famous rabbit foot was operatic program in chapel on Friday,
given into her keeping.
February 1.
Miss Helen Marbut, coach of the
Elizabeth Kaminsky gave a very
1928 hockey team congratulated the interesting talk which was an introteam upon their splendid playing and duction to the program. She spoke
expressed the enjoyment she had ex- of how much more forcibly the beauperienced from working with the tiful biblical story of Samson and
team. She also spoke of awards ob- Delilah is put before one when sung
tained other than material ones. They in the opera form of that name. This
are the joy of playing the game it- opera deserves, to live, for its lanself, the joy of being out-of.dors in guage is one which is marvelous and
the cool, crisp autumn air, and the melodious.
joy of playing together. All these
Wagner's "Lohengrin" was next
joys had been given to her as coach
mentioned. It depicts scenes which
for the team, and she gave her best
wishs to every member of the Varsity will stir any human heart. It tells
of a lovely maiden in distress, a
hockey team.
knight in shining armour, the
Mr. Samuel P. Duke was next to
triumph of justice, and the romance
speak. He said that it takes more
of moral fraility. Duels, love scenes,
courage to play hockey than any other
weddings, processions, and gorgeous
sport. Students throw themselves into
medieval pagentry are protrayed to
the game for awards, and see a group
one'a mind's eye.
honor behind it. The best player is
Elizabeth stated that for
the one who has this feeling the
some
strange reason one is unable
strongest. Mr. Duke is very much in
to
talk
of opera without bringing in
favor of inter-cpjlegiate sports, and
to prove it has insured members of the pathetic story of Madame But(Contimed to Pag* S, Cohtmn i)
(Continued to Page S, Cokmn 4.)
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BOOKS REVIEWED
AND CRITICIZED

AUNT ABIGAIL'S

THE POET'S CORNER

* HAPPY WISDOM

(K. N. C. Harris—Editor)
The sunsets from Blue Stone Hill
are images which will always be vivid
and foremost in memories of our college days. We present here several
poems, each being one persons attempt to describe the sunset, the resuits are interesting, yet who can say
which is the best one? After all, each
poet is but "painting things as he
sees them, For the master of things
as they are."
SUNSET
Sunset-gold and scarlet
Flaming banners held aloft \
By some medieva knight *
Purple mountains
"Grey cloud castles
Placid azure lakes
Upon whose waters
Rosey petals float
Tiny gleams of pointed light
Silver-pointed light
Appear at the turret windows
Evening amid shadowy
Cloud ca'stles
At the fading of
The once impassioned seen. 'Garnet H.

Dear Aunt Abigail:
Sunset Gun. Poems by Dorothy
Everyone else seems to rush to you
Parker, New York. Boni & Livein an hour of need, so I thought I'd
right, 1928.
follow the crowd and also do likeDorothy Parker shows a remarkwise. When pur recent lyceum numEDITORIAL BOARD
able versatality in her latest volume
ber was here some time back, I donEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
„
KATHRYN T. PACE '29 of poems,-Sunset Gun. She gives us
ned a lovely gown and journeyed to
Assistant Editor
•'•■ PhyUta P. Palmer 30 satire, irony, pathos, sympathy, sorReed Hall to enjoy the entertainment.
Intercollegiate Editor
Katherzne Freston 29 row and glee, bound up together as
Wh<m 1 reached the door, in a digni•
News Editor
Edna Phelps '29 they are in life. That is the real apJulia Duke
fied manner I presented my ticket.
Society Editor
peal of her poems, their vitallity;
The person in charge of that door
Campus Editor
l
Helene Duvall '31
their power of reaching the people of
looked at me with a queer expres•
Department Editor
R«th E»* 29 today; today expressly as she is a
Audrev Hvatt
sion and then said coldly, "And why
Column Editor
modern.
this ticket?" A squelching reply arose
Exchange Editor
•• Dorothy Frey '31
The peoms are outstanding in their
Feature" Editor
Frances Snyder 31
to my lips but no farther, for my
Organization Editor
Julia Reynolds '29 conciseness; their power of complete
horrified eyes fell upon the tell-tale
Literary Editor
K. N. C. Harris '29 description in such a few, perfectly
piece" of pasteboard—it was my
Reporter
Miss Anna Ward chosen words. There is a swing in
basket ball ticket! Humbly and withthe lines, a very satisfying rythm.
out a word I betook myself from the
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Dorothy Parker uses the surprise
spot. When I reached my room I
BUSINESS MANAGER
MARY G. WATT '31 ending in her poems as 0. Henry did
searched in vain. I have yet to find
Assistant Business Manager
Eve Bargelt
in his short stories. In f act, Miss
i
my elusive ticket. I missed the lyAssistant Business Manager
,
Anna Lyons Sullivan
Parker writes short stories in verse.
ceum number and incidentally am not
TYPISTS
'Her*' stories are tiny bubbles containable to meet the gaze of the girl who
Charlotte Hagan '31
ing all of the beauty and colors of a
Pattie Fitzhugh '32
Maude Forbes '30
apprehended me. Any help will be
Margaret Bottom '31
gigantic rain-bow. There are very
Frances Steger '31
gratefully accepted.
short stanzas expressing a single
Woefully yours,
impression, such as: :
Lelia Shipp
SUNSET
"HEALED"
My
dear
Lelia:
A swirling flame of gold
Oh, when I flung my heart away,'
While student teachers are worryThat pours
SUPPORT
The year was at its fall.
ing
over lesson plans, and swimming,
Into deep rose and amethyst
I saw my dear the other day,
sport
leaders are losing sleep over the
And then
Election of the major officers is over. The campus leaders are selected.
Beside a flowering wall;
turnouts
to practices, and Breeze
Flows softly into a sea-green
Perhaps you have satisfaction in having had "your man" elected; perhaps And this is all I had to say;
staff
members
are tearing out hair.,
Painted
'
you have interest to a certain extent, but not enough to go up and (say to
"I thought that he was tall!"
over
assignments,
you spend your
Against
a
shimemring
stretch
that person "I'm GLAD you won!"; perhaps you're disappointed In having
There is a section called "Verses
time worrying over a mere trifle.
Of
pale
blue
satin
your candidate lose.
','
in the Night, (After an Evening
And you a great, big girl, too. And
Framed
But listen. The person who won isn't to blame if she's not your par- Spent in Reading the Big Boys)."
so it geoft. In the first place, a girl
In
the
dark
majesty
ticular friend, if she doesn't know you well, or ypu don't know her well. She From lines of the "Big Boys" Miss
who couldn't tell orange from white
Of
the
hills
is leading in some phase of activities on the campus, and she wants you to Parker has formed poems. From
(the tickets are different, you know)
Jeweled
help her do her part. She can't do jt successfully without your support. So, j "ponder, darling, these busted statues
and who couldn't read the word
By
a
single
evening
star
wont you give it to her?
"^
of yonder motheater forum be aware."
basketball printed in "caps" can't heSunset!
■ You realize, of course, that you make up the^activities that go on here by E. E. Cummings, she has written,
held responsible for keeping tabs on
K.
On the campus. If you have selected and elected a leader, won't you help her "Honeymoon," the first stanza of
an insignificant ticket. That is of ho ,
to carry that particular work of organization on, and, what is more, make it which is: importance. If the dor-keeper worSUNSET FROM CAMPUS
a success? It is your work as well as yours, and if you show your leader Ponder, darling, these busted statues,
ries you, give her a basilisk stare and
The black hills
\ that you are supporting and relying and depending *nd believing in her,
Be aware of the forum, sweet;
don't worry your pretty, little blonde
she'll redouble her efforts to bring you satisfaction. She will understand^the Feel the centuries tearing at youse— Seemed stiff
head about it. Don't slam the door
Like painted stage scenery
co-operation, and will have confidence in herself, as a result.
\
Don't keep asking me when we eat!
as you go out
Backed by a lake of living gold
Make that leader your candidate—your candidate for success. The
Another section is "A Pig's-Eye
Dexterously yours,
whole of life is a test, you know, and always for real success, there must be View of Literature," containing The drowned scene
Aunt Abigail.
Gave of its blood
a struggle. Believe in your leader, and know that she's believing in you.
rhymes about a dozen of the classicTo color the shadowy sand bars
ists. From this we have:
Wispy, chiffon like clouds
Dear Aunt Abigail:
Byron and Shelley and Keats
"JUDGE NOT THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED"
Swan in a sea of green and coral
We are writing this on election day
Were a trio of lyrical treats.
—And flicked their fins!
which is a snowy, gray day, you
This statement, taken from the Book of books, applies to us all, and I The forehead of Shelley was cluttered
F. D. S.
know. The rules for voting say that
with curls,
daresay, finds us all guilty. It does not say that we should never judge a
the polls close at sundown, and some
person's actions, or words, but it does say that in so doing we make ourselves And KeaKts never was a descendant
.SUNSET
bright individual has ventured the
liable to the same kind of criticism from our fellow human beings, and to a
of earls,
"Pink sky at night
—>
tuestion of how can they tell when
perfectly justified judgment from our Creator.
,
And Byron walked out with a number
Sailors delight."
it's sundown on a day like this. Now
' To some of us, talking about other people, or in plainer words, gossiping,
of girls,
And we, who watched the sun
we are all agog with curiosity. How
cones so naturally that we don't realize at the time what we are doing.
But it didn't impair the poetical feats
Behind the mountains,
can they tell?
U
If we would stop and think of this verse, "Judge not that ye be not judgOf Byron and Shelley,
Grow happy and speak
Facetiously yours, r~
ed, for with what judgment ye judge ye ehall be judged," would we feel as
Of Byron and Shelley,
With a joyous wit
Everybody.
free to discuss other people's faults and shortcomings? None of us have such Of Byron and Shelley and Keats.
In our voices.
Dear girls:
a perfect record behind us that we can afford to act as critic and judge of
As a contrast to thees lighter rhyms
—A. H.
I wonder if you really want an anothers, thus making ourselves liable to the same kind of criticism. This we find "Post-Graduate,"
swer,
or if you are trying to stump
statement is just another way of expressing the golden rule.
Hope it was that tutored me,
ROMAN
CATHOLIC
me,
or
if in a moment of generousWe all have the same feelings, and emotions, though different individuals
And Love that taught me more;
ity
you
are trying to help me fill up
CHURCH LECTURES
express them in different ways. Therefore, "be ye kind, one to another."
And now I learn at Sororw's knee
a
column?
I wonder. But no matter
—Selected
The self-same lore.
-.
what prompted you to pen the above
Viewpoint
of
Church
in
Latin
America
and the gift of the Godmother to a
words, the fact remains that I must
FELLOWSHIP
HOCKEY MOST DANGER- baby girl:
New York, January 00^-With endeavor to assist you. After searchFather Ross,' C. S. P., Dr. Arts Gon- ing through all of my reference books
OUS SPORT IN COLLEGE I give her sadness
A broader life can be built by one
And the gift of pain,
jalez, editor of the New Democracy, and documents and after pondering
going out into the world, by having
The new moon's madness,
Samuel
Guy Inman and others as Tor some hours, I have decided that
Hockey, as played by thee olleges,
an ideal which - has the thought of
And the love of rain."
speakers,
the National Board, Y. W. the best way for you to get a satisis more dangerous than football or
fellowshihp. Don't shun soiled hands
Miss Parker not only expresses our C. A. announces a series of lectures on
factory answer would be to go to the
and a perspiring forehead. Those any other sport is a fact that is thoughts and experiences in a beau- the Roman Catholic Church in Latin
poll
clerks end ask them Rafter all is
who toil are not to be looked upon as brought out by Joseph Stubbs, Har- tiful concise way, but she gives us America. In conjunction with its
3aid
and done, they close the polls,
inferiors. They are building a broad- vard Hockey Coach, whose article, thoughts that we eagerly make our work in Latin America, the National
didn't
they? Heh! heh! me proud
er life for not only themselves but "Intercollegiate Hockey in the East," own. Sunset Gun is a volume to Board, through its Latin American
beauties,
I fooled you that time.
for everyone. At least you can be appears in the February issue of Col- have upon the most intimate and con- group of the Foreign Division, has arWhat
say?
friendly with them even if you dtfnt lege HumoT.
venient of book racks.
ranged these presentations and disIncoherently yours,
have to ruffle your hair and knit your "A doctor is in attendance at all
,
i£ „
cussions. Protestant attitudes in LaAunt Abigail.
brow trying to solve the same prob- practices and gamep," says Coach
tin America will also be given. This
A NATION'S
lems that they do. However, if your
series, held Monday afternoons durStubbs, *'and he has a most complete
place is in their traces, work with a
DIFFERENTIAL
ing January and February will cover (Continued from Page I, Column S.)
It
zeal to get the best out of life to be Equipment of medical supplies.
Ahe inter-American political and ec- some folly that will neutralize the
passed on to the other fellow. A might be noted that we had two very
So long as all the rival nations are clesiastical relations as they affect a advantage thus gained, there is no
poem by Berton Braley has these season, both of which required prompt wasting resources and man-power in Protestant woman's organization such reason to doubt it will gain on all
same thoughts infused throughout its severe injuries from skate cuts last drink there may be no differential as the Young Women's Christian As- others, year by year, decade by delines:
advantage in favor of any one or sociation, doing work in South Amer cade, and century by century, and
"When I go forth to take my chahce, needlework. One of the vifciting play- against any of the others; but when ica. The speaker for the latter topic eventually dominate the civilization
With fortune, fate and circumstance, ers dislocated his shoulder in a game, one nation, such as the United States will be Samuel Guy Inman.
of the world.
They who refuse to
I shall not look on those who 'toil
as etherized, his shoulder reset, and makes a definite advance in this form The attitudes and policy of the As- take this great step forward in the
At any task, as foes to spoil,
strapped up without leaving the }f economy, unless it indulges in sociation as an association of concilia- economy of human resources, whethBut as my comrades who are thrilled
(Continued to Page Z, Column 5.) tion will be presented by Mrs. M. C. er they understand it or not, are deWith dreams like mine, with zeal to building. There are very few practices
Migel, Miss Sarah Lyon, and Miss finitely choosing to occupy a seconor games where the doctor leaves
build
Has anyone heard about the fellow Margaret Vesey. All those who are dary position in the civilized world.
without having a call for his'iServices. who didn't have to use tooth paste be- interested are cordially invited to at- THOMAS NIXON CARVER, Professor of
Out of the labor and the strife .
A better world, a broader life."
Hockey is a dangerous game."
cause none of his teeth were loose.
tend.
Economics, Harvard University.
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
TEN CENTS A COPY
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WEEK-END TRIPS
Marie Parrish spent the weekend
at her home in Tyro.
Evelyn Wilson went to her home in
Richmond for the week-end.
Florence Johnson was the guest of
Mrs. J. M. Rinker at her home in
Woodstock.
Virgiina Nuckols was the guest of
yher parents at her home in Lexington.
Charlotte Hagan visited in Charlottesville.
MaMry Hight spent the week-end
at her home in RoRseland, Va.
Vivian
McDonald accompanied
Margaret Dixon to her home in
Bridgewater.
r
.Mary Jarrelle went home to Madison.
Marianna DDuke was the guest of
Margaret Dixori at her home in
Bridgewater.
Emma Wenner went to Tyro for
the week-end.
Sara Tanquary spent the week-end
at her home in Winchester.
Hazel Hollar went to her home in
Toms Brook for the week-end.
Mary Gay was the guest of Martha
Cooke at her home in Staunton.
Elizabeth Ramsburg was the guest
of her parents in Berryville.
Edna Crenshaw visited in Mauei"town.
*
■ Bridgewater Bennett spent the
week-end at her home in Danville.
Margaret
Reamy
accompanied
Ethel Diehl to her home in McGaheysville.
Helen Albaugh went home to New
Market.
Prances Smith was the guest of
Virginia Smith at her home in Charlottesville.
L'elina Linhos went to Mt. Crawford
for the week-end.
Mabel Bootkin spent the week-end
at her home in Churchville.
Lucy Keller went to her home in
Fishersville.
Virginia Marshall was the guest of
Mildred Davis.
Pat Guntner visited in Richmond.
Elizabeth
Martin
accompanied
Mabel Botkin to her home in Churchville.
Liada Armentrout went home for
the week-end.
GaGye Phillippi went to Lacey
Spring.
BeBrtha Pence spent the week-end
at her home in North River.
Geneva Firebaugh went to her home
in Lexington.
Dorothy Swank was the guest of
her parents in Singers Glen.
Elizabeth Swartz visited Lida Armentrout.
Robbie Quick spent the week-end
at her home in Crozet.
Beatrice Beydler went to her home
in Maurertown.
Mary Lee Bobbins was the guest of
Mrs. I. B. Greene.
Mildred Heath visted in Grottoes.
Thelma Simmons accompanied
GeGneva Firebaugh to her home in
Lexington.
Elizabeth Kulman went home for
the week-end.
Evelyn Higgs went to Charles
Town, W. Va.
Odelle Bean spent the week-end at
her home in Winchester.
Hariet Pearson went home to Winchester.
Louise Coleman went to her home
|n Crozet
Elizabeth Gillespie vistied Gladys
Taylor.
Lois Kling spent the week-end at
her home in Roanoke.
Hilda Levi visted Mrs. Thomas
Woodward at Staunton.
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Parrett.
Frank Pannill from Waynesboro
was the guest of Elizabeth King.
Anna Mendel entertained Dr. Sloan
as her guest.
Nelson Camden came to see Gladys
Dixon.
.
Betty Effinger waa/visited by
Beverly Shultz.
Glenna Ward had as her guest
Kenneth Harper.

Y. W. IS FEATURING
GROUP DISCUSSIONS

AEOLIANS HAVE
ATTACTIVE PARTY

Such was the case at Western Reserve University not long ago. Lets
hope the results of our election will
not bear a similar evidence of a lack
of enthusiasm. We apologize for
having to use this word but it is
ALPHA SOCIETY
necessary now and then. We think a
RESUMES GROUP PLAN fine type of school spirit is the kind
that shows itself game even under the
On Friday in Reed the Alpha Lit- most trying circumstances. Don't you
erary Society held its regular meet- think so?
ing. The members decided as has
been done before, they would study A contest for peppy and original
in groups with a leader for each yells is being condcted at Northern
group. The subject for study this State Teachers College, The old ones
quarter is to be current magazines.
are worn out and besides that they
The President has reported the were patterned after those used in
Alpha as having given seventeen dol- other schools. What about our yells?
lars for the new camping sight.
The four girls that were chosen by
We also notice that Northern's
the members to lead the groups are:
Athletic Ass^'ation Wu<\%sided that
Group 1. Harriett Ullrich.
all lettermen shall hence forward be
Group 2. Matilda Garner.
admitted to varsity games without
Group 3. Gladys Dixon. .
having to pay the admission fee.
Group 4. Helen Keeler.
Which is only fair, we say.

The Thursday evening Y. W. service
are being varied by group meetings
held under the able leadership of Kath
ryn Pace, Ann Ragan and Mary
Boone Murphy. These meetings are
being held for four successive Thursdays the first having been held January SI. Kathryn Pace is discussing
with her group International Relations, Ann Ragan is discussing Racial
Problems and Missions is being discussed by Mary Boone Murphy.

COLLEGE MEANTS
AND COMMENTS
(Katherine Preston—Editor)
It is certainly a tragic state of
affairs when a school looses so much
interest in electing its officers that
almost half of the students fail to
vote.

Agnes Weaver wept to her home in
Staunton.
The Aeolian Music Club on SaturEugenia Beazley was the guest of day night gave a most attractive
Gladys Hawkins.
party in the school tea room.
• M. Kagey went home to Dayton.
The entire tea room was thrown
Lida Hetaton spent the week-end at open with about thirty tables for the
her home in Melrose.
games. Attractively decorated with
Gladys Kaylor was the guest of potted plants and in its customary
blending hues, the room was most
her parents in Grottoes.
Mary S. Revercomb went to her charming. A valentine scheme was
carried out in the favors and other
home at Armstrong, Va."
plans.
Florence Reese accompanied Gladys
A splendidly interpreted musical
Hawkins to her home in Mt. Sidney.
Dorothy Levi went home to Berry-' Program was given during the course
of the evening by 'some of the
ville.
r
•
May Coffman,
Mae Brown spent the week-end at Aeolian members.
Sjhirley
Miller,
and
Lelia Shipp
her home in Winfall.
skillfully
played
piano
solos, and
Estelle Cox visited in Waynesboro.
Rebecca Jennings was the guest of Nellie Cowan delightfully sang "The
Mrs. W. 0. Kagey, at her home in, Jasmine Door."
Delightful refreshments were servDayton.
Margarite Moore and Mary Ruth ed. The whole plan of the evening
Fuller were the guests of Mae Brown. made it a most attractive party.
Hermie Harper visted in Coving(Continual from Page 1, Column S)
ton.
Idaho University has been presentpublic
speaking contest, has been
DELIGHTFUL DANCE
planned. The Farmville Harrisonburg ed with a 77-millimeter german gun
GIVEN IN BIG GYM debate is scheduled for April 19. The from the Government war trophies by
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
Friday afternon the Stratford affirmative of Harrisonburg will jour- the American Legion.
The gun will, be placed on the CamDramatic
Club and expression depart- ney to Farmville while the Farmville
Thomas Melton from Clifton Forge
pus
of the University. It looks a
affirmative
will
debate
the
negative
ment
gave
their
annual
tea
to
the
was the gues^of Ruth King.
little like "They shall not pass)?
team here. '
faculty
in
Alumnae
Hall.
This
tea
Roy Richards was entertained by
Much interest has been shown in
is always given during Drama Week
Lillian Kipps.
these debates, the question being one
as one of the observances.
We have been reading about a litDonald Whitbeck visited Agnes
The color scheme was appropriate- which is really vital and widely dis- erary and debating society at Tulane
Weaver.
I University which has divided itself
ly carried out- in pink and green cussed.
Ane Bullock had as her guest Bill especially in the modernistic doll
into two political—parties, dected
Grande).
favors. These were given to each' (Continued from Page l,.Column, •*.) leaders arid holds genuine legislative
Louise Barker was visited by Ham- guest by a court jester, a role played the Varsity basket-ball team for sessions. It all started in fun but is
ilton Herring.
r by Phyllis Palmer. Delightful re- $100,000.
proving fine training in the study of
The awards were then gtafc to the the ways of government
Frank Driver from Weyers Cave freshments were served.
was entertained by Mae Bass.
Many of the faculty were present, hockey team members. Thcflt receivThat part about forming political
Paul Haldeman came to see Mar- and all declared it a most enjoyable ing the letter H and certificate were parties has suggested to us how much
Callie Elsea,, Hilda Levi, Lena Bones, more exciting and interesting our
affair.
guerite Goodman.
Elsie Quisenberry, Mary Watt, Eve- school election might have been if we
Leornard Ruley was the guest of
lyn
Wilson, Audrey Hyatt, Irene had had something similar.
D. Cornell.
DELIGHTFUL TEA
Garison, Harriet Dixon, C lelia
Nothing like a snappy campaign
Florence Reese was visited by
GIVEN
FACULTY^ fieizer. Those awarded a star and for rousing interest in campus politics
Frank Driver.
Lucy Marston had as her guest
V new and delightful form ofen- certificate were EUzab<Jth MiUer» and for revealing the merits of the
Particularly
tertainment was innovated at this Frances Rand, and Evelyn Bowers. different candidates.
George Roller.
Two seniors, Elizabeth Miller and this last since it seems evident that
college
Friday
night
in
the
Big
Jesse McNeil from Harrisonburg
{Frances Rand were given hockey the voting of a great part of the stuGym. This was a dance to which
was the guest of Lillian Derry.
sticks. Miss Helen Marbut distribut- dent body is done on hearsay.
Margaret Glass entertained Golden members of the student body were ed the awards.
Think over the idea of a campaign,
invited. An unprecedented number
Liskey as her guest.
As a conclusion a group of girls girls.
of girls atended this dance.
Grymes Heneberger from U. of
in the rear of the auditorium sang
The music was from a Brunswick
Va. was the guest of Kathryn James.
taps to the hockey team.
Panatrope operated by Mr. Fletcher
Students at Western Reserve UniBilly Ballard was entertained by
of the Valley Book Shop. Printed
versity are doing their best to elimiDot Townsend.
programs made excellent cards, and ATTRACTIVE PARTY
nate the usual test administered when
G. J. Staniun visited Estelle La
0
these blue slips of paper were filled
IN ALUMNAE HALL the faculty take a day off to attend
Prade.
with names for every dance.
Alumnae Hall has the "ole get-to- meetings and conferences, so we asPauline Johnson had as her guest
Th gymnasium was not decorated, gether spirit! By way of experiment sume. They propose an all-student
James Jennings.
but the hilarity of the crowd was not all the girls decided to eat together on faculty to take the helm at that time
Gertrude Jacobs was visited by diminished by this. . •
Sunday night. A number of tables and carry on classes as usual. Their
Bill Jacobs from W. and L.
A number of faculty members and were put end to end down the middle altruistic view is that no faculty
Johnnie Cook from W. and L. was several guests from town were present
of the upstairs hall and everybody member should be deprived of the
entertained by Margaret Pusey.
and seemed, to enter into th joyous- brought out their best dishes, glasses, privilege of attending these meetings.
Jimmie Capening came to see ness of the occasion.
Noble sentiments.
etc., and helped to prepare.
Leonora Barrett.
It is hoped that this will become an , The sociability was increased as the
R. A. Brooks was the guest of Nan established custom on the campus
An eminent scholar complains that
toed disappeared and everybody had a
Henderson.
since it was so enthusiastically greet- most enjoyable time.
college graduates are earning more
Frances Rubush was visited by ed on its advent.
in their chosen professions than the
Leigh Riley.
professors who taught them the proBeverly White from U. of Va. was HELEN DUVALL
fessions. What better way for t
the guest of Bess Cowling.
MRS. SANDERS students to get even for all t
GIVES PARTY
Emily Gill entertained Connie
flunks?—IP.
Kinchloe as her guest.
Helene Duvall was hostess it a
Lena Bones and Betty Douthat
George Turner from W. and L. was most delightful dinner Sunday even- were hostesses at a party given in
ing in Ashby Hall. The guests includ- honor of Mrs. Richard Sanders, of PARTY GIVEN IN TEA
the guest of Estelle Cox.
Bill Murphy was entertained by ed Miss Elva Kirkpatrick, Miss Anna Pulaski, Va. Games weer played and ROOM LAST SATURDAY
Ward, Frances Hughes and Frances the evening passed off successfully in
Virginia Saunders..
Thomas Haynham visited Margaret Steger.
the way of entertainment.
Miss Turner, Miss Kirkpatrick an,
Refreshments consisting of XYZ Mrs. Good entertained a number ox
Moon.
salad, potato chips, sandwiches, olives, their friends at supper in, the BlueHilda Zimmerman had as her guest DRAMA WEEK PROnuts, wafers, and coffee were served. bird Tea Room, Saturday, January 2C
Jack Dent.
The color scheme of green and white at seven o'clock. The room was tas+ Margaret Simmons was visited by
was carried out in the green paper fully decorated with potted plants a...
Jim Lowery from W. and L.
plates and green gingham paper nap- candles. The guests included: Mlsse.
Dick Nofsinger from Fincastel was
entertained by Virginia Atkins.
Drama week had its anunel observ- kins.
Rath, Marbut, Wilson, Hopkins, See
The guests included Mrs. Richard ger, Palmer, Robertson, Frances arc'
Bill Jacobs came to see Eva Hol- ance from February 3, to the 9^h. In
Katherine
Firebaugh, Janet Houck, Waples, Smith, Boje;
land.
the large cities all over the United Saunders,
Raymond Harirson was the guest States programs relating to drama Elise Quisenberry, Mary Watt, Louise Mesdames Pickett, Milnes, Duke, LoLand, Mrs. Lisky, Betty Barnhart, gan, Chappelear, Converse, D
of Anne Ragen. .
and also plays were presented.
Mr. Logan gave a very interesting Ruth Hedrick,, Elsie Mae Sumption, Mrs. Varner and her guest, Mis3 P
Betty Barnhart was visited by A.
Munger.
talk in chapel Monday on the Aspects Tootsie Payne, Annabel Miller, and lips, Dr. Weems, and Mrs. Lincoln and
<
Ella Davis had as her guest Ray. of Drama.
Margaret Reilly.
Miss Whitmore from Bridgewater.

PARTY IN ASHBY FOR

GRAMS OBSERVED
NATIONALLY
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SERVICE

CAMPUS J|

TJit following Editorial is the creed
of the Four H Club members, as expressed by the official Boys and Girl*
Four-H Club Leader. Service is expresesd in their- motto in the following
TOM SAYS:
ways:
I really mean that we've got
"He who has friend must show himself friendly," m* »n old Bible verse.
a basket-ball team worth writAnd according to the same great prining home about."
ciple, he who wolud be helped mast
help others. Service, we have learned
from some of the greatest servants
Mr. Dingledine giving an assignin the world, is one of the most im- ment jn class. "Mist Corbin will you
portant, one of the biggest things in look up and report on wild cat bankthe world. Skill, power, money, beau- ing."
ty, culture knowledge, are of little
Miss Corbin at next class meeting:
real value if they are not linked up "Mr. Dingledine, I looked every where
with service, or if they do not help in the library, and couldn't find a
one to serve others and to make the thing about wild-cat banking."
world a little brighter and happier.
Mr. Dingledine: "Where did you
look?"
Four-H club members learn that
service is also one1 of the real parts Miss Corbin: "Under wild-cats.".
of the 4-H program. The Head, the
"I used to snore so loud that I'd
Hands, the Heart, and Health can not
wake myself up, but I've cured mybe truly developed unless they are
self."
used in service for others.
"How?"
Opportunities for service in any
"I sleep in the next room now."
community are numberless. Each
person has his own individual way of
Lingual Inadequacy
,
serving. Perhaps it is in helping to
Poppa (at Thanksgiving Dinner):
build up the church, the school, im- "Willy, you've reached for everything
prove the roads, the farms, the homes in sight. Now stop it; haven't you
of the community. Perhaps it is in got a tongue?"
making a better batch of cookies than
Willy: "Sure, Pop, but.my arm's
your neighbor and then imparting this longer."
knowledge to others. Perhaps it is
in knowing how to sew, and teaching Teacher (to boy sitting idly in
this art to others. Perhaps it is in school during writing time): ''Henry
raising a bet$r--baby beef or a better why are you not writing?"
pig than any other in the community,
Henry: "I ain't got no pen.".
and then teaching your improved and
Teacer: "Where's your grammar?"
successful methods to others in the
Henry1: "She's dead."
community.
...-.
Catherine Markham: "What are
wienies?"
Service can be given in the most
inconspicuous ways. It is through Jitney Thomas: "Hamburgers with
service that the individual grows. And tights on."
it I,! through service that 4-H club
Mr. Logan: "What is the most commembers learn the secret of making
the best better.—Boys' and Girls' D-H mon impediment in the speech of the
American people?"
Club Leader.
Jimmie Knight: "Chewing gum."

PEP!

PEP!

PEP

Snow is so beautiful—so gleaming
so white that we all love it. Poets
make' their poems of the snow soft,
quiet, tranquil. Authors use the snow
to mystify and beautify their scenes.
All seems quiet when we think of
snow-^-except—yes, except at H. T.
C. Snow has the most magical effect
on the students. The first few flakes
bring anticipation and unusual anxiety as to the amount that will fall in
their midst. And excitement stays at
its highest pitch throughout the entire
falling.
That is what we need! We need
the pep—we must have the pep or
else—. Such a number of girls have
been blue—have lost their pep and
vitality which is so characteristic of
them. This has been true this whole
year. The reason seems to be obscure
but the cure is certainly a snowy day.
Let's all pray for snow.

EXPRESSION STUDENTS
IN CLASS RECITAL
Monday afternon a class recital of
the first year expression students was
fives in Miss Hudson's studio.
The girls taking part gave splendid
interpretations of their readings, and
the entire recital was exceedingly interesting.
The names of the readers are as
follows: Pauline Efford, Virginia
.Hunter, Margaret Payne, Robbie
Quick, Irma Phillips, Lois Hines,
Elizabeth Rhoades, Margaret A.
Powell, and Blanche Sprinkle.

MONUMENT UNVEILING
TO SIDNEY LANIER
The Lanier Literary Society received through Dr. Wayland an announcement of the unveiling of a monument in Georgia to Sidney Lanier.
The Society and Dr. Wayland were
invited to the unveiling. A telegram
of congratulations was sent by the
Society to the committee.

SOTHERN ENTERTAINED AT STRATFORD,
RECEPTION!

EXCHANGES AND
CHANGES

After the mital given by Mr.
Sothern on Tuesday night in Walter
Reed Hall, he was entertained at a J The Exponent. Northern State
reception given by the Stratford 1 Teachers College.
Dramatic Club.
The student body of the Northern
The reception rom of Alumnae Hall State Teachers College is exceedingly
loked spacious and charming, the glow lenient with the members of its facof the fire ading warmth and color to ulty since one day out of each year's
the room. The informality was de- work they are allowed the freedom
lightful.
)
to frolic through a whole evening of
After a few minutes of quiet talk, fun.
delightful refreshments were served.
The evening, which begins with a
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. banquet, in a seemingly quiet way,
Varner, Mr. and Mrs. Duke, Mr. and ends with a bang—and a whiz bang at
Mrs. Logan, Miss Hudson, Miss that.
Schaeffer, Miss Bojc, Miss Huffman,
Initiation of the new members on
Florence Reese, Frances Bass and the the faculty is observed at this time,
members of the club.
and the poor initiates experience

BASKETBALL TEAM
IS ENTERTAINED
Did the team have a good time!
Whoopee—Just ask them about it.
Imagine anymore fun than playing at
a co-ed school.
As usual the bus "did a breakdown" just outside Lynchburg and the
naughty team arrived 'ate Friday
night. Practice Saturday morning—
the big game with H. T. C. wajLahead
and then a party in the reception hall
—sh'sh—dates; remember Lynchburg
is co-ed 1
Sunday at Farmville—Monday the
Wonderful game—movie with the
Farmville girls and a big partyMonday night in the Farmville Reception Hall
Lights low, songs, readings and a lot of fun,—now say the
team didn't have a good time!
Suspect you could learn more if you
ask one of them.

FORMER STUDENT
RECENTLY MARRIED
News has been received by friends
here that Nancy Schulken, a student
of last year, has been recently married. She is now Mrs. Fuller Glass,
living in Durham, North Carolina.

forms of torture before they are declared full fledged members.
This idea of fcrculty inlitiation
serves for one purpose, at least, it
gives the faculty a faint idea of the
little harm which can result from
class initiations, and tends to show
them that initiations are. only fun
after all and not endowed always
with murderous intent.
The Rotunda. State Teachers College, Farmville, Va.
BOREDOM
"I wish I had a ticket to Siam
I'm getting pretty bored with where
I am.
But when I'm in Siam, why all I'll do
I'd wish I had a ticket for Peru."
So this spirit of boredom has hit
the Farmville campua, too. Their
advice is "If we keep busy doing
things for other people we wont have
time to be bored." Anyway, 'Tis not
what man does which exacts him, but
what a man would do."
To be bored is to be human; and
wealthy ladies of leisure are not the
only ones who can indulge in this
pasttime. If one enjoys being bored
with life go to it, but for the sake of
humanity in general, don't bore the
other person, but just enjoy it in
solitude.
The Journal. Cleveland, Ohio.
Just as one here receives letters for
major work in the field of athletics
so do the members of the Journal
staff of the Western Reserve University receive letters for their devotion
to the college paper.
Five girls from Cleveland received
letters for their work this year, one
->f them a freshman who had written
207 inches.

"Napoleon?"
"Here."
"Bismark?"
"Here."
"Calvin Coolidge?"
SPRING HOLIDAYS
"President."
"Alexander the Great?"
»
TO BEGIN MARCH 19
"Here I am."
"Joan of Arc?"
The announcement has been made
"Oh, here I am."
by Mr. Duke that there will be no
And roll call in the asylum was change in the date of the spring holiover.
days. The extended Christmas vacation will not influence the length of
Teacher: "James, how would you the spring vacation in any way. The
punctuate this sentence? The wind spring holidays, as planned before, DR. JACKSON TALKS IN
blew a ten dollar bill around the cor- will begin March 19,-and will last SUNDAY^. W. SERVICE
ner."
through Tuesday, March 19.
James: "I would make a dafth
The Y. W. service, which was held
after the ten dollar bill."
in the music room Sunday, was a most
EXPRESSION DEPARTenjoyable service. Helen Crawford
A doctor was visiting an elderly
MENT HAS WINTER
sang a solo entitled, "Face to Face."
patient one morning. Entering the
RECITAL Olga Petterson played the violin. Dr.
room he surveyed the patient for a
Jackson, pastor of the Baptist Church
few moments and found that he did
The recital given by-the expression gave a most impressive talk. His subnot move. "Why, he is dead!" exject being, "Purity of heart, Love and
claimed the doctor. The man in the department, assisted by the music Unselfishness."
department,
in
Walter
Reed
Hall
on
bed feebly shook his head. His wife
standing by the bed side, said, "Now Thursday evening was an exceedingly
John, lie still. The doctor knows delightful performance. This recital TECH SCANDALS PREconsisted of readings given by Miss
best."
SENTED HERE TONIGHT
Hudson's pupils, and by several pupils
Mother: "What on earth has hap- of Mrs. Cournyn's.
V. P. I. Dramatic Club b Being
The following numbers were given:
pened to you? Your shirt is full of
Sponsered By Alumnae Chapter
The Necklace
Maupaussant
holes and—"
Christine
Mason
Tommie: "Oh, we were playing groCrawford
cery store, and I was the Swiss Dona Dolore's Defiance
Tonight at 8:30 P. M. the Dramatic
,
Mary Crane
cheese."
Club of V. P. I. will present "The
Two Little Tears
O'Hara Teach Scandals," under the auspices
Emily Duke
of the Harrisonburg Chapter of the
A Brotherly Feeling.
Steele Alumnae Association of this eolloge.
The teacher was trying to impress Mother 0' Mine
» Elizabeth Knight
This organization and the producon his class the lesson that "A merMana-vucca tion they bring is well known and reciful man is merciful to his beast." Dan Cupid
Phyllis Palmer
ports agree that these scandals will
He spoke long on the dumb beast ip
Little'Gray
Puppets
Anonymous prove most diverting.
our power. "Now," he asked, "supAnne Bullock
The local alumnae chapte) under
pose I were-walking along the street
<?
and stopped a man from beating a
the chairmanship of Miss Bertha McMr. Mcllwraith: "Just what is Cullum is sponsoring this play to aid
donkey, what would that illustrate?"
your
interpretation of the word, 'lib- the James C. Johnston Scholarship
One boy spoke up. "Brotherly love,"
erty'?"
he said. .
Memorial Fund which the Alumnae
C. Guthrie: "It is a five cent maga- Association hopes to bring close to its
Audrey Hines: "What's that up zine sold at the news stands weekly." $5000 total this year.
there?"
Let each student search her mind
Mr. Chappelear: "Mushrooms al- and pocketbook, and come and enjoy
Anne Procter: "That's a Greek
Frieze."
ways grow in damp places."
her brother's tripping on the stage
Julia Reynolds: "Oh, so that's why and thus strengthen the bands of
Audrey H.: "What made 'em
freeze like that?"
they always look like umbrellas."
friendship with V. P. I.

CHINESE STUDENTS REENTER THE POLITICAL
ARENA
New York, N. Y.—Picture if you
can 200 students, angered, say by the
inadequacy of the Kellogg Pact,
marching noisily to the office of
Secretary Kellogg, demanding an audience with him, a,nd then, finding
him not in, proceeding to his residence
which they wreck. For god measure
they ndminister a sound drubbing to
several policemen and minor officials
of the State Department who attempt
to restrain them. If your mental
agility hasn't balked here, imagine
President Coolidge anxiously (summoning them to the White House lawn
(Continued to Page 5, Column 1)
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HARRISONBURG, VA.
OUR SHOES
Keep your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
Good looking, too and retain
their shape

Hosiery
"As you like it"

YAGER'S
Shoe Store
(Ftee Shoe Repairing)

THOMPSON'S
BEAUTY SHOPPE

Finger and Marcell Waving
Permanent Waving
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R

NEW VICTOR RECORDS
Johnny Marvin alnga
"Sweetheart* on Parade"
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
Helen Kan* sing*
"Don't Be Like That"
"Me and the Man in the Moon"
NSW DANCE RECORDS
"My Suppressed Desire"
"Makln' Whoopee"
"Until You Get Somebody Ebe"
"Here Cornea My Bali and Chain"
"I'm Bringing a Red Red R08e"
"Come West Little Girl Com* Waat"
"Where the Shy Littla Violeto Grow"
"I want a Daddy to Cuddle Me"
Victor* Exchuive Dealer

VALLEY BOOK SHOP

The Best in Drug Store Mer.
chandise and The Finest in
Drug Store Service"

REILLY DRUG CO
Incorporated
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex

Now Showing
New Spring Dresses
$5.00 to $39.50

RALPH'S

Fletchers Pharmacy
Try our Delicious Hot
Toasted Sandwiches
"Beat in Town"
The glad to see you $tor$

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest pries
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.
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terfly. In this opera one sees a little
Japanese garden perched high on a
hill surrounding Madame Butterfly's
home.
"Rigoletto," by Verdi, was the next
opera to be spoken upon. Verdi has
taken an old and oft told tale, and
wonderfully clothed it in a cloak of
inspired music.
A very effective conclusion to this
talk was that Miss Kaminsky repeated, to music softly played,, the following words just before the Glee
. Club began its musical program:
"Hark! the number soft and clear,
Gently steal upon the ear
Now louder and yet louder rise
And fill with spreading sounds the
skies."
H program was as follows:
rolle from Tales of Hoffman.
Offenbach
eart at Thy Sweet Voice, from
son and Delilah
Saint-Saens
ise from Jocelyn
Godard
Miss Gladys Michaels
the Summer Sea from Rigoletto
Verdi
Duet of the Flowers from Madame
Butterfly ......?
Puccini
Miss Gladys Michaels and
Miss Frances Houck
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin.
. ->Wagner
The words of "Barcarolle from the
Tales of Hoffman" and "Over the
Summer Sea" are not those of the
original opera but the music is the
same;
Except for two numbers the entire
program consisted of chorus singing
which'was harmonious in tone and
color. The solos were equally well
given by Miss Michaels and Miss
Houck.
{Continued from Page i, Column 5.)
where he lectures them in somewhat
the following manner: "Your patriotism is admirable, but I feel you do
not fully understand the policy of our
government. For diplomatic reasons
we cannot go too fast. Your illegal
actions only embarrass us. Rest assured that the government is proceeding in a true peace-loving spirit, and
sholud you find that all armaments
are not abandoned within three
years, then you may cut off my head."
This hasn't happened. It won't
But the momentary phantasy may
make more vivid the action of a
student mob from the Central Government University in Nanking,
China, Which a few weetyi ago
wrecked the home of Minister of
Foreign Affairs C. T. Wang, before
being pacified by President Chiang
Kai-shek. Just as it had seemed that
the Chinese students had abandoned
politics to the solons of the Kuomintang and returned to their books this
new outbreak occurred. The provocation seems to have been the belief
that the Government wasn't proceeding fast enough in the abolition of
unequal treaties, coupled with the
rumor that Minister Wa'ng and
Minister of Finance T. V. Soong had
recognized Japan's claims of the infamous Nishihara loans of 1919 as a
concession to Japan's consent to
tariff autonomy. But the National
Anti-Japan Association in a series of
demonstrations in Nanking had decreed no concessions, and the grapevine rumor following closely after a
week of anti-Japanese agitating fanned the ebbing coals of student ardor.
To cool them required Pr«pident
Chiang's generous wager of his head
against the unequal treaties.
This recent outbreak, however,
seems to be the exception rather than
the rule now in Chinese student activities. It is an atavistic throw-back
to the tumultuous days of 1919-1926
when studenl|3 stumped the country
from one end to the other, agitation
against imperialist intervention, forcing out the traitorous Anfu clique
which had attempted to barter away
China's sovereignty, and ushering in
the Nationalist Revolution. Last summer, the conclusion of the first filitary
stage of the Revolution was symbolized by the renaming of Peking, the
Northern Capital, to Peiping, City of
(Continued to Page S, Column S.)
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AS I SEE IT
Frances Snyder—Editor

(Editor's Note: This is third of a
series of articles on everyday questions of etiquette by Emily Post—
internationally known hostess. The
next will appear in an early issue.)
This phase of Colleg life—I refer
to obtaining mail—is very important.
And there are a number of complexities to be considered.
In the first place, provided you obtain your mail in the same box as
your roommotes or ,some other unfortunate individual, there should be
a little matter of co-operation Decided
between these part owners. A system
of signals between one called a
quarter back and another—whom we
shall not attempt to designate, as
his is the dirty work—while other
owner called "Tackles" /stands by
coming into active duty when it is
mail. There are no fouls in this game.
If, however, through some circumstance someone's eye has been gauged
out, it is best to turn aside politely
and murmur "Get out of my way.
Who do ya' think ya' are?" One
should always wear gloves and carry
a cane to this sort of formal function.
If there is no mail in the box, it
is always tactful to wipe out any
stray cobwebs.
It is not considered god form to
get more than five fetters a day.
What's more, it has a serious health
aspect People haw been known to
have apoplexy on receiving even that
munber. There »ie also well autthenticated cases of murder caused by
jealous roommates.
It is the nice thing to do to take
your roommate's marl to her. This
seems to be gradually falling into
disuse however, and understand some
of our best people have founded the
habit of entering the room a!nd remarking, "Well, roommate, there's a
letter in the box for you."
I feel sure these few hints will enable you to conduct younfelf with
ease and grace at the next mail—
hour.
SUNSET-GOLD
Gold—
A sunset—
A ball
(Of
Gold—
The Isky.
Dull gold—
And
The clouds
Bright gold
With shadows
Of dark
' '•
Fading
GoldArid wisps
Of light
Son gold—

And there were
Resounding thru the
Halls, the tramp,
Tramp of many feet
Going to church
And to the mail-box
And other places
And finally you
Gave it up as
A bad job
And on Monday
Sure enough
Your Prof, started
To write the
Very thing you
Had not ^studied
And you knew
You were sunk.
Did ja ever—
Because if you did
You can readily See the moral
To this tale.
With which sage
Remark, I will
Close—but rise
Again to say
Some fatal words—
Flunk slips.
(Continued from Page 5, Column S)
Peace. The student movement habit
of opposition seems to have been slower in adjustment, as evidenced by the
Nanking incident. Possibly the students acted upon the ancient Mencian
presumption "if a perpon has the
power of authority nine chances out
of then he is using it wrongly." Perhaps too, they of a generation that has
become articulate since the early
struggles of the Nationalist drive resented the injunction of the older revolutionists: "Stick to your boks."
The future of the'Chinese student
movement is not easily predictable except in generalities. Sporadic political
outbreaks may continue to enliven an
otheryise serene scholastic life. But
already the tremendous energy of the
movement as a whole has been diverted into new and constructive channels,
we are informed by a correspondent
in a recent number of the China
Weekly^Review. The righte of co-education and self-government won, a determination for study has taken hold
of the students almost as a fad. But
the "back to the books" trend has not
meant a revival of the old scholasticism of rote learning. The Renaissance h:^s begun. Research is the order of the day—research for the specific purpose of applying scientific
knowledge to China's problems of reconstruction. Most prominent in the
curriculum are courses of natural
science, medicine, engineering, commerce, agriculture, and education. The
most capable student^ are no longer
going into politics but into the mass
education, rural school, and vernacular language movements.
Dr. John
Dewey and Dr. Hu Shih are the new
patron scholars. It means that the reconstructive era of nation-building
has set in and that the real revolution
in China, as in Russia, is social, and
only secondarily political.

B. S.
THE SUNSET IMAGE
Listen!
Harken!
'Tis the Sunset hour,
Twilight shades are creeping,
While the day is sleeping
Yonder—
In that crimson bed.
A violet hue Jspreads
It's shadows,
As the rainbow softness——
Gently, rocks a cradle
Of tired hearts.
Gaze on, fair wonderers
Release your souls,
Yes!
There—
Where God hath hung
HIS IMAGE!
H. S. M.
DID JA EVER?
Did ja ever
Try to study
For a test that
You knew was coming—
On a Sunday nite
After a big
Sunday nite supper,
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Sponsored by Style
Greated for Comfort
No need to sacrifice Style for Comfort here.
Our New Spring- Styles are most comfortable to wear and by no means hard to look
at. Dainty Pumps, Ultra-smart Straps and
Chic Ties Models. Footwear for every occasion and priced so reasonable too.

$4.95

$5.95

$6.95- Visit this Dept.

S.BLATT'S
B. Ney & Sons
VICTOR RECORDS
65«
Harrisonburg, Va.

Phone 5 5

WEAR MERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY
Every Pair of our Hosiery Guaranteed RuiHierproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
-O-T-

i

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Silk Underwear

YOUR NEW REXALL STORE
at 46 South Main Street Is Newly and Specially Built for
your
,™ . m„
CONVENIENCE
GREATER COMFORT
BETTER SERVICE

T0 FEEL AT H0ME HERE
cSM
HStHP
COZY SODA BOOTHS
LUNCHEONETTE

w. w. .„.*.,.-,

TOASTED SANDWICHES

S~w£d«d <»rSSaS'IZS?wonly'r1"■*w™d-

MUktnm

Brew*T*ET.
On

VIRGINIA DRUGSTORE
rh»

Store

SCHNERING IN COLLEGE
HUMOR HALL OF FAME
Chicago—Otto Schnering, a graduate of the University of Chicago and
president of the Curtijss Baby Ruth
Candy Company, has been chosen for
the collegiate hall of fame in the
current issue of College Humor magazine. '
Mr. Schnering, who is a member of
Psi Upsilon fraternity, completed his
course at the university in less than
three years, receiving a Ph. B. degree.
He,started in business as a manufacturing confectioner in a "hole in the
wall" shop in 1917, and is now the
world's largest manufacturer of
chocolate-covered bars. His company
employs more than 5,000 workers,
operates four immense factories, and
produces a billion "Baby Ruth" and
other candy bars yearly.
Mr.
Schnering also manufactures "Baby
Ruth" peppermint gum. He is only
thirty-six years old.

I

FETZERS'
V

Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery
Van Raalte Gloves
$ioo
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.85

"Special"

1.50
1.65

"Where"

At the Candyland, where things make you feel at home.
All Fruit Sundaes and S. T. C. Specials 10c from now until the
first of April
We serve the best light lunches in town
Also Home made Ca|ndies and Ice Cream
Always pure and fresh, two words that stand for health's sake

A trial will convince
Once a Customer, always a Customer

CANDYLAND
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to turn out to the tune of one hundred FACULTY CLUB ELECTS
thousand spectators to view this
NEW OFFICERS
battle.
Two other Missouri Valley conferFOR YEAR
ence schools are considering nocturnal
equipment for the 1929 season, and it
The Faculty Club held its monthly
won't be long before night football
meeting
on, last Thursday night in the
awful and silent depths of the dean's
will become popular.
reception
room of Alumnae Hall, with
office. It is 'not a welcome tune, and
A series of six College Tours to
Miss
Hoffman
and Miss Houckr entersomething ought to I*-done about it, Europe! announced today by Dr.
say they. So, at the next convention James E. Lough, at 285 Madison Ave- TO MARRY OR NOT TO taining.
of deans in April the words will be nue, New York City, opens his "float- MARRY? BY BEVERLEY
The business of the club at this
revised lo. read "Yes, but art we col- ing university" idea this Rummer to
time
was to elect the new officers for
NICHOLS
the
year
of 1929. Those elected were;
students
and
teachers,
many
of
whom
legiste?"
"Marriage
is
a
book
of
which
the
Mrs.
Converse,
president, replacing
are
unable
to
join
the
anual^ollege
"j Something may eventually be done
first
chapter
is
written
in
poetry,
and
Mrs.
Duke;
Miss
Hyatt, vice-presiWorld
Cruise
in
the
winter.
Delphi,
about it. In the meantime, a questionnaire. Dean Henry G rattan Doyle of Athens, Rome and Venice now serve the remaining chapters in prose," says dent, taking the position formerly held
George Washington University has|ua?, classrooms for student*-, of Ancient Beverley Nichols, young English writ- by Mrs. Vainer; Miss Lanier, secresent one of four hundred deans. He j History, for on each tour, college and er, in the Marcr College Humor. "Mo- tary, replacing Miss Seeger; and Misa
asks, among many questions:
(professional courses in Art, Litera- dern marriage is a book of which the Wilson, treasurer, succeeding Mrs.
first chapter is usually written in free Huffman.
I "Is neatness in appearance, as evi-!ture, Economics, Geography and Hisverse and the remaining chapters is
denced by clean shaving, wells-hined tory are given by well-known profesAfter the business' section of the
journalese. Always my question is
shdesV (Starched linen, appropriate :>ors and, carry full academic credit.
meeting, the club enjoyed a social
'What will happen when the poetry
hour. At the end of the evenings
neckties of neat appearence and well- "The plan provides a Summer
gives way to prose?' Frankly, I
pressed .suits of clothing, typical of I School in Europe similar in every esgames, and delightful refreshments
don't know. Nor do you.
your student body? Or. in the main, I cential to those in American univerwere served.
"What, I ask myself, could a wife
doesthe psychological attitude of i sities," said Dr. Lough, president of
do for me? She could not write any
x your audent body aprove of slouchyjtne world's Foating University in
,
of
my book3, though she mught stop NOTES FROM THE
.»-/. -&ib* Wetess ha'bty of dress and con- 1926-27 and Director of College Tours,
me
from
writing
some
of
them.
She
duct or neat habits of dress and court- j "with the addition that the student*
COLLEGES
eous manners?
'do field work under faculty supervis- might do my typing, but .that ijs an
It does not require a very keen mind ion during the College Tour as a part indignity to which I would, hot subr
At Princeton, where hundreds of
ject her.. I prefer to pay my typist!*
to predict what the answer to that | of each course,
student
co-op storie which ;wor*s a
bills. What else?..could a wife" do for.
will be. Already the reassuring replies; "The itineraries have been arrangsystem,
according
to the March CoU
me? yhe could run my house. Yet.. Of
are coming back. From Wesleyan:
j ed as backgrounds for the subjects
lege
Humor.
Bills
go honie to Dad;
all the foolish legends with which this
"The present generation of 'Stu- taught. Students of French, for exam- world is befogged the legend that wo- ter\ per cent dividend is bivenlto the
dents here, as I look upon them, are ple, cross on French ships and reside men know anything, about housekeep- student ... ...Henry Ford is!playing
well-dressed, well-behaved, a very dif- at Grenoble University, while Art ing is the most foolish- To Jsee them right into the hands. of the. college
ferent type from what we had twenty- students visit the important museums as they, attempt'to tackle a supremely boys' when he,advises youth to spend';
of England, France, Italy, Holland,
five years ago ...-.
simal* .operation suoh as spring-clean- collegians spend 'millions of dollare
Austria
and
Germany
under
faculty
"Speaking in general of the morals
ing is as embarrassing ^3to:;,watfthc annually' on wearing apparel, smokes
leadership.
of the community, I feel perfectly
an incornpetent subaltern getting'tired sports and athletic equipment;, school
typewriters,'■•■■ jewelry,
sure that they are on a higher plane "Previous University tours and cru- up \yith his platoon during army ma: supplies,
des have demonstrated that extensweets,
automobiles',
.travel'and other
than they have ever been."
neuvers. , .:">' " . ,-..•. •• ...o •'•' (
We have a pretty strong conviction j sive travel and systematic study may
commoaitiH
.
.
.
Pa%
Page1 at Indiana
"Nor have'women, with the except!
1
that Dean Doyle will be able to report be combined to the great advantage
University gave * twenty-nine
I
ion of rare-geniuses, any conception
at the convention that on the word of-.of eachc," continued Dr. Lough, who
sweaters to tiis football squad. There
X^I^enera^n I £ besl 'organized tne Sw^.*i-^S^ ought to be' food, for thought in this
vet. (Th« one exception will be Har- in Japan in conection with the 1929|tn*,r ^.fg^^K^S statement for Brown University auvard whchhas already refused to' World Cruise of the "Belgenland." jroom into £J9"^£t£ thorities who decided to give evelen B
aitswer the questions.) ■
!"The students see more than when tr-]*>ven a picture, ^MMft^ sweaters to the team which played
ther it is appropriate or not. If- they
Lt aren't the deans waking up-to Javeflhg independently or on mere
excellent football for its Alma Mater.
same have a cushion, it mufst be pushed m
the collegiate menace two are three sightseeing tours, i
somehow or other. What else could a
years late? Collegiatisni>ik 'dying out time the study of jsuch subjects as wife do for me? She could be a com- MOVIE CLUBS
in the colleges, though it will linger Economics, History or French is panion. Ah! You are evoking the
IN THE COLLEGES
on in remote colleges, in front of drug- vitalized by direct contact with the phantom which is the haunting fear
problems."
stores, and oft vaudeville platforms
of all bachelors—loneliness. But may
College men and women come to the
for a long while. There is something The cost of these travel study tuors there not be a welcome in the very pojnt where taking moving pictures
of romantic excess in the collegiate ih no higher than other moderate loneliness after the fretting contacts at ^g games and winter sports fescostume that i)3 W of key with these priced tours, without this educational of the day? And are there not more tivais js tne mo(je_ rn the East, where
prosaic times. Bell-blatter trousers, feature. Thus the price of the French books in the world to read than I f tball originated, the students are
00
unachored socks ^nd such-like are aejjtesidence Tour with 52 days in inten- shall ever ■, know, and am I not far
g0[ng jn f0r moving picture photomuch relics of the past as is the fash- ,sive study in French Literature and more capable than anybody else of
graphy with the same amount of inion of carrying the American Mer- Conversation is only $486.00 Students pouring out my own whisky and soda?
tereEt and enthusiasm that they fchow
miry. (College bo^s read The New and teachers who desire to register
"Suppose I have been to an amus- for archery, hockey and soccer. Movie
Yorker now.) The fearful dean should for this summer school aboard and
ing party. I may want the party to clubs are next, for in this day and
read any "What Young Men are to receive college or professional credgo on. I may want to bring dozens of age of simple movie cameras, which
Wearing" column in the magazines lit for their courses should communipeople home with me—Jane who sings, now even take color pictures and
that cater to college youth. There col- cate with Dr. Lough.
and John who plays the piano, and which are being shown in all attractlege men are being told that a neat
Oliver who mimics people so brilliant- ive colors, it is possible to get a per«onservative appearance is a "valutly. If I am married, how am I going manent record of your college days,
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
able asset' and that "anyone in the
to do that, unless I marry an angel of And now one can even secure an f. 4.5
business world who hopes to make
lens to give telefoto effects and objects
Night football will come into tact and forbearance?
good is lost without it." The garter
"I
rejoice
in
my
freedom.
If
11
will be larger and nearer when shown
manufacturers depict in full-page ads national prominence in 1929, accorden
choose,
I
can
get
on
board
a
steamer
°
ing
to
an
article
in
the
March
College
the terrible tragedies that befall those
tomarrow
and
sail
to
Hawaii
and
start
Humor.
Several
schools
have
played
who have ho "Sox Appeal" and the
Edna Phelps: "I'm going downtown
Arrow collar people are out gunning football at night in the past as an a trade in illicit drugs. I can grow
and
get snow-bound."
for the informal roll-collared shirts experiment, and so satisfactory were a beard and screech anarchy in Hyde
Elizabeth
Oakes: "Now wasn't
ef the out-of-style "drugstore cow- the results that it is believed that Park. I can stay in bed and eat mathat
witty,—but
the man who wrote
caroons. I can fill the house with monboy." Even the coonskin coat is pass- night football hi^3 come to stay.
it
was
Whittier."
esAt least it will be brought into the keys. I can keep goldfish in the bath.
Other times, other manners. The national spotlight next November In other words, I can 'be myself,' as
eollegiate mode is passing out. The when Coach Knute K. Rockne's the Americans say.
"You are going to tell me that 'If
reason it is going is the reason why all Notre Dame eleven meets Coach 0.
fashions change. The hoi polloi, drug M. Solem's Drake University, Mis- everybody thought as I did the world
clerks and farm hands, have caught souri Valley eleven at Soldiers' would cease altogether, and humanity
up with it. The next job for college Field, Chicago, which all of us re- would perish from the face of the
men is to create a new fashion. Other- member as being the scene of the earth.' To which I can only reply,
'Why not'?"
wise the four years would be wasted, Dempsey-Tunney fight.
and there would be no way to distinIt will be Chicago^ first night
guish between those who have had the gdme of football. There will be brilA father took his little boy, Billy,
privilege of a college education and liant pyrotechnics. There will be to the park, and there the youngster
those who have not.
spectacular devices never befose saw a stork among the other interestthought of m connection with a grid- ing exhibits. The boy seemed to be
Miss Marbut: "We will now try the iron contest. Just imagine the team greatly interested in the stork, and
on defense trying to solve the mys- looked at him as long as he could.
iore-arm throw."
Freshman in rear of room: "I can't teries of the hidden ball at night. Jt Then turning to his father, he said
djo that, beeause I haven't but two is hard enough to follow the ball in disappointedly, "Gee, Daddy, he never
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
bright daylight, so Chicago is expected recognised me!"
ap-ms."

"ARE WE COLLEGIATE?" "FLOATING UNIVERASK THE DEANS! SITY" IDE AOPENED
TO SUMMER SCHOOL
New York, N. Y. The raucous jazz
notes of "Collegiate, Collegiate, yet
STUDENTS AND TEAwe are collegiate" have penetrated the
CHERS

B. Ney & Sons

AH Coats and Dresses

Harriaoaburg, Virginia

REDUCED

HOSIERY
That Does Not Choose
To Run
Every

Senior,

Sophomore

at

Junior

and

Hairrisbnburg

State Teachers College knows
where to get it, and if Freshmen
don't—well

that's their hard

luck!

:-.:. ••'• '

{Note to Freshmen: If you'll
drop iu we'll tell you.)
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FREE
FREE
FREEV ,
One of our Delicious Toasted
Jelly Sandwiches given with3fius
Ai^when with name properly
printed..and' presented to
/

-V«!^J

^

JANDWlCH

-ywm

"Service with

A Snile"

One to each Student Only
Void after February 16, 1929

BLUE BIRD TEA
ROOM
Day Students' Lunches
a Specialty

The Dean Studio
(Operating nearly half century)
■

I

PHOTOGRAPHS
for every need

*

S. T. C.
JEWELERY
Complete lines of Jewelery
and kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Thsatre
Modern Cleaning ft Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
sod Gents
Work aattad for and Delivered
PhoneMiW Harrisonburg, Va.

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Pott Office
On the Sill

